
States around the country are considering enacting or increasing 
renewable portfolio standards (RPS), which are policies meant to 
lower carbon emissions and encourage renewable energy use.1 
RPS require that utilities provide some percentage or amount of 
their electricity from qualifying renewable sources. This mandate 
functionally taxes fossil fuel producers and provides a subsidy to 
producers of renewable energy.2 Academic research, however, 
has yielded mixed results regarding how cost-effective RPS poli-
cies are relative to other policies aimed at reducing emissions and 
promoting renewables.

How an RPS Affects Electricity Prices
Perhaps unsurprisingly, many studies conclude that an RPS raises 
electricity prices by inducing utilities to use more expensive 
energy sources. As long as renewables are more expensive than 
the predominant nonrenewable resources, requiring utilities to 
use them will raise prices.

However, in theory, an RPS can either increase or decrease elec-
tricity prices. Carolyn Fischer, a senior fellow at the environmental 
think tank Resources for the Future, argues that price changes 
depend on the price sensitivity of renewable energy compared 
to nonrenewable energy and on the stringency of the RPS policy.3 
The stringency of the RPS determines whether it functions primar-
ily as a tax on nonrenewable energy sources or as a subsidy for 
renewables. If the percentage requirement for renewable energy 
sources is low—that is, if the policy is less stringent—the subsidy 
effect may dominate and cause electricity prices to decrease. 
However, as the stringency of the RPS increases, “the implicit tax 
[on nonrenewable resources] quickly dominates.”4 Several factors 
determine the breakeven point, but Fischer’s analysis suggests 
that prices start accelerating once RPS requirements reach 10 to 
15 percent.5 Importantly, few current state-level RPS are within 
the range at which an RPS is projected to lower electricity prices. 
Most RPS require well over 10 percent of energy to come from 
renewable sources.6 
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Figure 1. Renewable Portfolio Standard Requirements By State
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Source: National Conference of State Legislature, State Renewable Portfolio Standards and Goals, February 1, 
2019, http://www.ncsl.org/research/energy/renewable-portfolio-standards.aspx

Many researchers other than Fischer also conclude that RPS lead 
to higher electricity prices.7 Louisiana State University professors 
Gregory Upton and Brian Snyder estimate the price increase 
associated with enacting an RPS by comparing electricity prices 
from states that adopted an RPS to what the price would have 
been without an RPS. They find that RPS cause price increases of 
about 11 percent.8 While this estimate is on the high end of the 
estimates presented in the academic literature, figure 2 shows 
that past research predicts price increases of between 2 and 13 
percent. Different empirical methods and geographic variation 
in renewable resources among states help explain the breadth of 
this range. Figure 2 displays each study’s estimate of the electrici-
ty price increase associated with an RPS.
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The consequences of these price increases are not evenly distrib-
uted across groups. As Mar Reguant, an environmental econom-
ics expert, points out, renewable producers are the “major bene-
ficiaries...with all other technologies losing out.” Consumers, on 
the other hand, suffer welfare losses due to the price increases.9

Figure 2. Estimated Electricity Price Increase Associated with a 
Renewable Portfolio Standard
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How Cost-Effective Are RPS Policies?
Research on renewable portfolio standards’ cost-effectiveness is 
inconclusive. Some researchers point out that, even though they 
aren’t the most cost-effective policy, RPS still create more benefits 
than costs.10 Nevertheless, research shows that if reducing car-
bon emissions is the goal of these standards, then there are likely 
more cost-effective policies—or the RPS could be adjusted to be 
more cost-effective.11 The poor performance of RPS in reducing 
carbon emissions is generally attributed to two factors. First, RPS 
typically encourage the use of renewables at the expense of 
natural gas and not at the expense of coal. The energy provided 
by sources such as solar power and wind fluctuates in response 
to weather patterns, meaning these energy sources are more 
likely to replace the flexible energy generation of natural gas than 
the baseload capacity that coal provides. But natural gas is less 
carbon-intensive than coal. Consequently, the carbon emission 
reductions of RPS may be lower than policymakers expected.12

Second, RPS promote the use of selected renewable sources, 
instead of creating incentives for broad-based technological 
improvement. For example, an RPS does not incentivize carbon 
sequestration or nuclear technology developments even though 
these could potentially provide carbon-neutral energy sources.

Including a wider variety of permissible sources in an RPS would 
offer more opportunities for utilities to comply with the policy 
at a lower cost, ultimately making the policy more cost-effective. 
For lower carbon reduction goals, it is more expensive to require 
additional renewable energy instead of replacing coal with 
natural gas or other nonrenewables with lower emissions. Energy 
economists David Young and John Bistline estimate that, even 
with the hypothetical introduction of a 50 percent national RPS, 
pursuing the carbon-emission reduction through an RPS would 
be 2.5 times more expensive than achieving this goal through 
the cheapest possible methods to reduce emissions.13 These 
cheaper methods include a greater variety of electricity sourc-
es, such as nuclear power, natural gas generation and carbon 
capture, in addition to the energy sources commonly considered 
in an RPS.

California, for example, recently altered its RPS to mandate 100 
percent clean energy by 2045, but left requirements more 
open-ended to accept carbon-free sources of energy.14 This 
could allow utilities to meet the requirement using nuclear power 
plants, large hydroelectric plants, and even natural gas plants 
with carbon capture systems. These changes will likely make the 
state’s RPS more cost-effective than a similar policy that forces 
utilities to pick specific carbon-free sources at specified rates.

Conclusion and an Alternative to RPS Policies
A wide range of academic research finds that RPS raise electricity 
prices and are not the most cost-effective way to reduce carbon 
emissions. Research also shows that policies that offer more 
choices to energy consumers may be preferable to state man-
dates that require specific sources for energy. For example, an 
RPS that permits a wider variety of low-carbon sources, such as 
large hydropower and nuclear power, may have a lower econom-
ic cost than an RPS that limits the permissible energy sources to 
solar power and wind. Another possibility is to provide a green 
power option, which allows individuals who want to source their 
electricity from cleaner sources to pay a premium on their elec-
tricity bill to do so.15 Although utilities are sometimes required to 
provide these options, they also emerge naturally as electricity 
providers attempt to satisfy consumers’ demands for clean ener-
gy sources. For example, Texas’s competitive electricity market 
offers plans that consumers can choose from according to their 
own preferences, ranging from zero to 100 percent renewable 
energy.16

As policymakers debate implementing and increasing RPS, they 
must not lose their focus on choosing policies that achieve 
desired environmental goals at the lowest cost to electricity 
consumers.
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